Aachen – Berlin – Münc hen

Acquisition of a Shelf GmbH (Ltd) with permission to supply temporary workers in accordance with § 1
AÜG
The companies offered by EVOGE GmbH are newly founded companies entered in the commercial register with permission to provide temporary workers in accordance with § 1 AÜG without previous business
activities. The companies have a fully paid-up share capital and are unencumbered by liabilities and obligations. You have the chance to start your business immediately, flexibly and un-bureaucratically, and
thus focus on your resources and core competence. EVOGE GmbH is active nationwide and offers a nationwide selection of founding locations. Regarding the takeover of the share capital you can choose
between two models. Either you decide on the transferable bank account with the necessary legitimation at the account-holding bank or you choose the uncomplicated order cheque procedure.
The secure acquisition of a shelf company is carried out in five simple and transparent steps:
1. Reservation request
Contact us, either via the contact form or by telephone, and reserve a shelf company according to your
requirements.
2. Reservation and sending of formation documents
In return, we will make a company reservation for you. At the same time, you will receive a questionnaire from us in which you will be asked for the data essential for notary preparation. You will also receive the founding documents of the reserved company and a sample purchase and transfer agreement.
3. Purchase price payment
As far as the payment of the purchase price is concerned, you have the choice between three variants.
- Prepayment to EVOGE GmbH
- Transfer to a lawyer's or notary's escrow account
- Approval by a lawyer or notary (small surcharge)
4. Company documents by courier
After the purchase price has been secured or paid, the notary appointment is made with the corresponding certification. For this purpose, the notary receives the original documents of the company to be acquired by courier.
5. Notary appointment and takeover of the share capital
With the notarisation, the shares are transferred to you as the new company owner. At the same time,
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the corresponding amendments to the articles of association and the appointment of the new managing
director will take place. From this moment on you are operationally capable of acting. The certified
changes must subsequently be reported to the commercial register. The takeover of the share capital
also takes place. Here you have the choice between the bank account that can be taken over
from the shelf company or the order cheque procedure. If the existing business account is taken over,
the new managing director must be legitimised. We generally recommend the efficient order cheque
procedure, as in this case you open the business account at a bank of your choice and pay in the share
capital.

The facts: Acquisition of a Shelf GmbH (Ltd) with permission for temporary employment
- Purchase price of 32,500 € (incl. 25,000 € share capital, foundation costs and permission for the transfer
of employees)
- The notary and court fees for the transfer of the shares to the purchaser are not included in the purchase price and are to be borne by the purchaser.
- Permission for temporary employment according to § 1 AÜG: In order to maintain the AÜ permission it
is essential that the new managing director is a reliable person in the sense of the AÜG. There must be
neither tax debts nor entries in the certificate of good conduct and central trade register. The change in
management must be notified immediately to the Federal Employment Agency in accordance with § 7
(1) AÜG. Furthermore, the purchaser must be able to prove to the Federal Employment Agency a corresponding creditworthiness in the form of at least € 10,000 liquid funds. In accordance with § 2 (4) AÜG,
the permit granted is initially limited to one year and must be extended by application at least three
months before the deadline. After approval by the Federal Employment Agency, the permit is extended
for a further year. After 3 years, the permit can be granted for an unlimited period.
- Transparent, secure and tested handling processes (5 steps)
- Nationwide founding locations
- Transferable bank account
- Opportunity of direct operational business activity
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